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CLOSED SESSION MINUTES
AUGUST 19, 2014
The CLOSED SESSION of the Board of Park Commissioners of the Collinsville Area
Recreation District was called to order by President Patrick Collins at 7:53 PM August 19, 2014
at the district office, 10 Gateway Drive, Collinsville, Illinois. Role was called with the following
commissioners answering present: Mark Achenbach, Patrick Collins, Jeanne Lomax, and David
Tanzyus. Others present included Executive Director Susan Zaber and Attorney Paul Evans.
Regarding litigation:
 Paul Evans stated Pure Play was still claiming poverty, but had not provided proof, and
there was a case management meeting scheduled in October.
 Regarding the VCAP, Paul stated the IRS had been calling Chapman & Cutler.
 Regarding Tara Lane, Paul stated the District would have to petition the court prior to
selling the property. It was stated the District had gone through the same process
regarding the property on Vivian. It was stated the appraisal on Tara Lane was pending
and was supposed to be completed that week. There was additional discussion regarding
the house, property lines, and the legal process.
 Regarding Schnucks dam Paul stated Mark Ahlvers was formally representing the group.
Paul stated he offered to Mark that the District could reimburse the Homeowners
Association, once the association was formed and repairs completed. The Board
discussed the bids provided by Mark Ahlvers to repair the dam. The Board authorized
Paul Evans to make an offer that the District would pay for the transaction costs for
surveying the property and the legalities associated with transferring the property, 75% of
the costs to repair the dam, and 50% of the costs to repair Mark Ahlvers yard up to a
capped amount.
 Regarding development of a foundation, Mark Achenbach stated he had been working on
a web site. Paul asked questions about how the Board wanted the foundation structured.
After brief discussion, Paul stated what he heard was that the Board wanted to be able to
steer the foundation or that the foundation board would be appointed and guided by the
District board.
Regarding staffing, Susan Zaber addressed the Board about offering the permanent Aquatic
Supervisor position to Ryan Besse, who served as the Interim Aquatic Supervisor. Susan also
mentioned to the Board an inquiry made by Joe Hughes of Hughes & Associates about private
lessons taught by the Golf Pro and Assistant Golf Pro, and the possibility of addressing issues in
contracts for positions with special arrangements. Susan stated she would be contacting other
District golf courses regarding their practices and procedures, in order to compare to what
CARD is doing.
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Regarding pursuing having the City of Collinsville deed over the parks currently leased by
CARD, the Board discussed the timing and method of pursuing such a request. Paul stated the
initial overture should not come from the attorney. The Board talked about the potential value of
CARD having the assets of the parks. There was a detailed discussion about the Sport Complex.
It was agreed Susan should have a discussion with the City Manager. The Board discussed
passing a resolution and sending the resolution with a letter to the City of Collinsville. The
Board agreed to schedule a Special Meeting on September 8, 2014 for the purposes of discussing
and approving a resolution.
No further business coming before the Commissioners, a motion was made by Mark Achenbach
seconded by Jeanne Lomax, that the CLOSED SESSION be adjourned to OPEN SESSION.
Those voting aye were: Achenbach, Collins, Lomax, Tanzyus. None voted nay. Motion passed.
The meeting stood adjourned at 9:16 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
____________________________________________
Susan Zaber, Board Secretary
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